Rule-Based Control of Off-Grid Desalination Powered by Renewable Energies
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Abstract - A rule-based control is presented for desalination plants operating under variable, renewable power availability. This control algorithm is based on two sets of rules: first, a list that prioritizes the reverse osmosis (RO) units of the plant, based on the current state and the expected water demand; secondly, the available energy is then dispatched to these units following this prioritized list. The selected strategy is tested on a specific case study: a reverse osmosis plant designed for the production of desalinated water powered by wind and wave energy. Simulation results illustrate the correct performance of the plant under this control strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Desalination is becoming increasingly used in many areas of the world to satisfy the demand of water. This process produces water (for human or industrial use) by removing most of the salts, generally from sea or brackish waters. Desalination systems are ubiquitous. The capacity estimation for 2015 goes beyond 120 Mm3/day and the cost of drinkable water obtained from desalination is steadily decreasing. Although currently most large-scale desalination plants are connected to the grid, renewable energies are being introduced especially in small desalination plants located in areas without a reliable electricity grid. Australia is an important exception, where the biggest seawater desalination plants are powered by renewable energies: see [1] and [2] for a detailed description of desalination plants powered by renewable energy sources.

This paper concentrates on Reverse Osmosis (RO) plants, as this is the most frequently used process for small and medium sized plants. RO uses high pressures to force water molecules through a semi permeable membrane, retaining salt particles on the high pressure side (see, for example [3], and [4] for some general references of RO desalination). The pressure required goes from 40 to 80 bars, depending on the salt concentrations (see for example [5]). This pressure is supplied by high-pressure pumps (positive-displacement, centrifugal, etc) that consume a significant amount of electric power. When renewable energy sources are the main source of energy, a central problem is balancing the power consumption with the power production; this is solved here using the active load concept used in micro grids (see [6], [7] and references therein).

More precisely, small desalination plants are considered here, as they are frequently installed in remote areas powered by renewable energies (see [8] and [9]), and a proposal for its control, that has been developed in the context of the H2 Ocean Project*, is presented and evaluated here. In fact, many different ideas have been proposed in the literature for the control of these systems, as control significantly improves the performance (see for example [10], [11], [12] and [13] for some previous control proposals). In this case, following the proposal studied by some of the authors in [14], the desalination plant is considered to be partitioned in several stages, consisting of parallel lines connected through buffer tanks.

Each of them operates at a constant working point and can be connected or disconnected depending on the available energy and the amount of water stored in each tank. Thus, the control proposal discussed here is based on deciding which sections would be switched on or shut down. So, only the energy available at each time is used; while unused energy would be temporarily stored in batteries for later use. In order to minimize the use of batteries, most of the power should be immediately consumed by the desalination system; yet at the same time the water in all the sections of the process should be secured (by ensuring that the water is properly stored in the buffer tanks), and thus no production is lost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II the problem statement is presented. Section III discusses the control system. Section IV presents the case study. Section V evaluates the results and a discussion is given. Finally the paper ends with a conclusion section.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Figure 1 presents the main components of the desalination plants studied here. If the power supply changes by time, the production of water is also going to change by time in order to adapt to the available power. Changing the working point of the plant by selecting a different flow/pressure set point is not adequate for most Reverse Osmosis systems, as they are designed to correctly operate at a given set point, although connection and disconnection of the devices of the desalination plant may have constraint in practice. Thus, in a previous paper by the authors [14], it was proposed to partition the high pressure part of the RO plant in the devices of the desalination plant may have constraint in practice. Thus, in a previous paper by the authors [14], it was proposed to partition the high pressure part of the RO plant in different parallel sections. Each section is operating as a standard RO plant (producing water at a fixed working point), regardless of being connected or disconnected when needed, as it follows a pre-programmed sequential functional chart. This proposal was selected as it is simple to implement in the existing control systems of Desalination Plants, making it possible to operate the whole plant as an active load by temporally disconnecting components until the predicted electrical consumption is fully used.

Unfortunately, the approach previously presented is not suitable enough in case there is a significant number of units of consumption being used, as it would conflict with the control objectives. Particularly speaking, it is not quite adequate for multi-stage desalination plants operated by lines, as the number of components with high electrical consumption (high pressure pumps) is too big to make a functional block diagram that accurately represents the control objectives. Thus, an alternative procedure is presented in the next section, which combines the possibility of implementation of existing control hardware (PLCs) with the fulfillment of conflicting control objectives.

III. CONTROL SYSTEM

This section studies the control system to be developed for that class of desalination plants. There are some previous works that use rule-based control strategies in the case of energy management [15, 16]. In [15] a rule-based control for a case of a series of a hybrid vehicle is designed; whereas in [16] a type of control strategy in case of ice storage systems is developed. In our proposal, we have selected a rule-based control strategy for a reverse osmosis plant powered by renewable energy as it is simple enough to be implemented and give good results out of its operation.

A. Control Structure

For simplicity, the controller is presented for a single...
seawater pump plant with two high pressure pumps for the first stage and two high pressure pumps for the second stage of the reverse osmosis. Parallel approaches can be developed for other configurations, maybe by adding more components and supplying different rated powers. The main aim is to ensure a smooth operation of the facility by means of the control system. We need to balance power consumption with the available power, by deciding which components of the plant are connected or disconnected. These components are:

- The seawater pump (SWP).
- Each of the lines and stages of the desalination system: in the simplified structure presented in Figure 2, they would be denoted RO1A, RO1B, RO2A and RO2B.

The control variables are then the connection of the SWP and the different sections of the Reverse Osmosis (see Figure 2).

B. Control Objectives

The main objectives can be written in a prioritized way as follows:

- Keep all the buffer tanks over a minimum level, so the next section can operate properly.
- Once a unit of consumption is connected, it should be kept operating at its nominal value as long as there is enough energy.

C. Control Algorithm

The control strategy is based on two consecutive steps that are defined by different rules:

1. At each sampling time create a prioritized list of units of the water plant based on the current state of the plant (i.e., the tank levels and the units that are currently operating) and the expected water demand. This list of prioritized units is denoted \( \{U_i\}_{i=1}^N \). Another list of predicted energy demands should be associated, denoted \( \{E_i\}_{i=1}^N \). These lists are generated based on the knowledge of the process, in order to fulfill the requirements given in section III.B. For example, the following algorithm is used for the structure in Figure Figure 3 to generate

- Initialize: \( \{U_i\}\{SWP, RO1A, RO1B, RO2A, RO2B\} \)
- At each sample time:
  - IF the level of SWT is LOW THEN increase the priority of SWP decrease the priority of RO1A and RO1B
  - IF the level of BT1 is LOW THEN increase the priority of RO1A and RO1B decrease the priority of RO2A and RO2B
  - IF the level of BT2 is LOW THEN increase the priority of RO2A and RO2B
  - IF the level of SWT is HIGH THEN decrease the priority of SWP increase the priority of RO1A and RO1B
  - IF the level of BT1 is HIGH THEN decrease the priority of RO1A and RO1B increase the priority of RO2A and RO2B
  - IF the level of BT2 is HIGH THEN decrease the priority of RO2A and RO2B

![Fig. 2. Proposed structure of the control system](http://apc.aast.edu)
2. Distribute the available energy from among the units, following the prioritized list \( \{U_i\}_{i=1}^N \); when possible, energy is assigned to those units with a higher priority. That is, a list of units that would be operating during the next sample, denoted \( \{O_j\}_{j=1}^m \), is generated together with the corresponding list of predicted energy demands \( \{EO_j\}_{j=1}^m \). The disconnected elements would be \( \{D_j\}_{j=1}^{N-m} \), with the corresponding unsatisfied energy demands \( \{ED_j\}_{j=1}^{N-m} \). The energy consumed by the connected units fulfill \( \sum_{j=1}^m EO_j \leq E \), while all the units in the set of disconnected units fulfill \( E - \sum_{j=1}^m EO_j \leq ED_k \ \forall k \).

These lists can be generated by examining the list of predicted energy demands, \( \{E_i\}_{i=1}^N \), generated in parallel with \( \{U_i\}_{i=1}^N \), as given by the following Algorithm:

1. At each sampling time
   - Initialize \( \{EO\} = \{\} \); \( \{ED\} = \{\} \); \( m = 0 \);
   - FOR \( i = 1: N \)
     - IF \( E_i \leq E - \sum_{j=1}^m EO_j \) THEN
       - \( m = m + 1 \)
       - \( O_m = U_i \)
       - \( EO_m = E_i \)
     - OTHERWISE
       - \( D_{i-m} = U_i \)
       - \( ED_{i-m} = E_i \)

IV. CASE STUDY

As a practical case study, the proposed control strategy was applied to a desalination plant for an industrial process designed to produce up to 68 m³/h of demineralized (DEMI) water and up to 20 m³/h of drinkable and service water. It consumes renewable electricity with variable production. A schematic diagram is presented in Figure 4.

The characteristics of each of its units of consumption are as follows:

- A 51 kW (PSWP) seawater pump that provides a nominal flow rate of 256 m³/h (QSW).
The first stage of the Reverse Osmosis plant RO1 consists of two similar lines, each designed to produce 57 m³/h (QOS) of water when connected (with a recovery ratio of around 45%), consuming 155 kW (PHP1) per line (corresponding to approximately 2.7 kWh/m³) when they are operating.

The second stage, RO2, also consists of two similar lines, which, when connected, produces 34 m³/h (QDE) of demineralized water (recovery ratio of 75%), in each line, consuming around 38 kW (PHP2) per line (approximately 1 kWh/m³ of demineralized water produced).

To validate the proposed control system, meteorological data at the target location was used, and previously derived production models for power and water were used [7, 13, 14].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some preliminary results for 20 days of operation are shown in Figures 5 to 13. The evaluation over 20 days confirms the correct operation of the control system for the parameters considered in the previous sections. As can be seen in Figure 5, the value of the power consumed by the system is lower than the available power. Figure 6 depicts the amount of DEMI water that is consumed in the electrolysis process. Figure 7 shows the pretreatment level tank.

Figure 8 shows the osmotized level tank. Figure 9 shows the DEMI water tank. In all cases, the levels are between the minimum and maximum defined to maintain them within a safety range. Figure 10 depicts the operation of the SWP. SWP is not switched on/off very frequently (the exact value can be seen in Table 1). Figures 11 and 12 show the operation of the first and second Reverse Osmosis stages, respectively. As in the previous figure, the performance of both stages of the Reverse Osmosis process can be considered correct. Figure 13 gives a zoom of the simulation results during 3 days of operation of all the figures explained above.

Finally, Table 1 summarizes the total parameters and consumption for the summer results. This corresponds to a mean production of 32.39 m³/h of water for the electrolysis, consuming a mean power of 219.79 kW.
Table 1. Parameters and consumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Power Available (kW)</th>
<th>Mean Power Consumed (kW)</th>
<th>DEMI Water (m³/h)</th>
<th>Osmotised Water (m³/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>271.66</td>
<td>219.79</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>55.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sea Water Pump ON/OFF (times/day)</th>
<th>1st Reverse Osmosis Stage ON/OFF (times/day)</th>
<th>2nd Reverse Osmosis Stage ON/OFF (times/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 Power available and consumed by the desalination unit

Figure 6 Demineralized (DEMI) water

Figure 7 Pretreatment Tank level (winter)

Figure 8 Osmotized Tank level (winter)
Figure 9 DEMI Tank level (winter)

Figure 10 Operation of the seawater pump (SWP)

Figure 11 Operation of the first stage of the desalination unit (RO1A + RO1B)

Figure 12 Operation of the second stage of the desalination unit (RO2A + RO2B)
VI. CONCLUSION

This work has discussed the problem of operating reverse osmosis (RO) plants under variable power availability conditions, which is a problem encountered when local green energy sources are used in off-grid locations. A rule-based control strategy has been designed based on giving preference, at each sample time, to the operation of the high pressure (HP) pumps of the RO plant that require action to avoid the occurrence of not fulfilling the water demand. The tanks make it possible to dampen variations in production as long as they have enough water stored; so a central aspect of the control system is the use of the information from the measured tank levels.

The proposed controller was evaluated for a specific RO plant, powered by wind and wave energies that produce demineralized water. Simulation results are provided to depict the correct operation of the plant with the designed controller. It must be pointed out that the proposed estimation is based on lines that operate at a fixed working point. However, current technical advances in the integration of frequency variators in HP pumps would enable some more adequate applications to operate the lines at variable set points: the adaptation of the proposed rule-based control strategy to these alternative installations would be the aim of future work. Finally, it is planned to include information on predicted energy availability and water demand.
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